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Results	and	Conclusions	
•  More	filter	bands	over	a	large	wavelength	range	result	in	more	robust	photometric	redshiKs.		
•  For	the	best	photometric	setup	we	achieve	σNMAD	~	0.035	and	an	outlier	frac,on	η	~3.5	%.			
•  The	exclusion	of	IRAC	bands	results	in	a	median	small	underesWmaWon	of	photometric	redshiKs.	
•  Applying	a	Wghter	matching	radius	of	0.7''	compared	to	1’’	improves	σNMAD	and	outlier	frac,on	η	due	to	fewer	spurious	matches.	
•  In	general,	σNMAD,	η,	rms	and	median	difference	increase	with	fainter	IRAC	3.6	micron	AB	magnitude	due	to	missing	detecWons	in	bluer	bands	of	shallower	

surveys	and	larger	photometric	errors	at	fainter	magnitudes.	For	sources	with	large	numbers	of	available	filter	bands	this	trend	is	not	observed.	
•  Generally,	σNMAD	and	η	are	lowest	at	z<~1	and	increase	towards	z~2	because	higher	redshiK	sources	are	generally	expected	to	be	fainter	and	lack	photometric	

detecWons	in	bluer	bands.	
•  At	z<0.5	photometric	redshiKs	are	slightly	overesWmated	(median),	at	z>1	photometric	redshiKs	are	slightly	underesWmated.	
•  We	find	the	majority	of	SERVS	sources	below	z<1.5.	1.6	%	of	objects	with	at	least	8	filter	bands	in	the	fi8ng	lie	at	z>3.	
Overall,	despite	the	inhomogeneity	of	the	input	catalogues,	our	photometric	redshiKs	are	reliable	(using	>5	filter	bands	over	a	wide	wavelength	range	in	the	SED-
fi8ng),	demonstraWng	that	even	without	more	difficult	reprocessing	of	photometry	photometric	redshiKs	useful	for	science	analyses	can	be	obtained.		

SERVS	in	a	nutshell		
(PI:	M.	Lacy,	www.its.caltech.edu/~mlacy/servs.html)	

•  Spitzer	Space	Telescope	warm	phase	
survey	at	3.6	and	4.5	microns	

•  Imaging		of		~18	square	degrees	in	
centres	of	5	extragalacWc	fields:										
SWIRE	XMM-LSS,	ELAIS-S1,	ELAIS-N1,	
CDFS,	Lockman	Hole	

•  ~	4	million	detected	sources!		
•  Overlaps:	VISTA-VIDEO	near-IR,			

Herschel-HERMES,	SCUBA2-S2CLS	far-IR	
Courtesy	NASA/JPL-Caltech	

SERVS	Science	Goals	
Stellar	mass	assembly		
SERVS	+	VIDEO:	photometric	redshiKs,	robust	stellar	mass	esWmates	for	large	
numbers	of	high	redshiK	galaxies	
Obscured	star	forma:on		
SERVS	+	Herschel	HERMES,	SCUBA2:	study	obscured	star	formaWon	at	high	
redshiK	
The	role	of	AGN		
SERVS	+	SWIRE,	Herschel:	find	normal	and	obscured	quasars	
The	role	of	environment		
spans	wide	range	of	cosmic	environments	(voids,	clusters);	invesWgate	how	
environment	of	a	galaxy	affects	its	star	formaWon	history	and	other	properWes	
The	highest	redshi@	quasars	
SERVS	+	VIDEO:	detect	less	luminous	z>6	quasars;	constrain	faint	end	of	the	
quasar	luminosity	funcWon	at	high	redshiK	
	

Photometric	redshi@s	-	method	
	

Spectral	 Energy	 DistribuWon	 (SED)	 Fi8ng:	 χ2	 minimizaWon	 of	 difference	
between	 	 galaxy	 template	 SED	fluxes	 and	observed,	opWcal/near-IR/IR	fluxes	
for	 each	 object	 from	 SERVS	 Data	 Fusion	 (Vaccari	 2016a,b)	 using	 HyperZ	
(Bolzonella+	2000)	and	Maraston	(2005)	templates.		

Fig.	 1	 (leK):	 Top:	 Example	 best	 fit	 SED	
template	 fit	 (red	 curve)	 for	 object	 ID	
244372	in	the	XMM	field.	Blue	asterisks:	
predicted	fluxes	from	the	template	fit	in	
the	given	filter	bands.	Black	open	circles	
with	error	bars:	observed	flux	points	 in	
the	 given	 filter	 bands.	 Listed	 are	 χ2r	 of	
t he	 fi t ,	 pho tome t r i c	 r ed sh iK ,	
spectroscopic	 redshiK	 from	 the	 VVDS	
survey.	 Boxom:	 PDF(z)	 for	 this	 object.	
Doxed	 verWcal	 line:	 locaWon	 of	 the	
spectroscopic	 redshiK.	 Solid	 verWcal	
line:	 locaWon	 of	 derived	 photometric	
redshiK.		

Fig.	 4	 (top):	 Photometric	 redshiK	 distribuWon	 for	 all	 SERVS	 fields	 combined,	
considering	only	sources	with	more	than	8	filter	bands	(shaded	histogram)	and	for	
all	 sources	 with	 more	 than	 5	 filter	 bands	 available	 for	 the	 SED-fi8ng	 (empty	
histogram).	 The	 distribuWon	 of	 sources	 with	 spectroscopic	 redshiK	 in	 SERVS	 is	
shown	via	the	red	shaded	histogram.	

Fig.	2	 (top):	Outlier	 fracWon	η	 (leK)	and	σNMAD	 (right)	as	 funcWon	of	filter	bands	 for	
each	SERVS	field.	EN1	=	cyan	dashed	line,	LH	=	blue	dashed-doxed	line,	XMM	=	solid	
black	line,	CDFS	=	red	doxed	line,	ES1	=	long	dashed	magenta	line,	XMM	without	the	
two	SERVS	IRAC	bands	=	thin	black	long-dashed,	doxed	line,	XMM	GOLD	(subset	of	
full	 XMM	but	with	 Wghter	matching	 radius	 to	 ancillary	 data)	 =	 green	 long-dashed,	
short-dashed	line.	The	total	numbers	of	objects	with	the	according	number	of	filter	
bands	available	for	the	fit	are	listed	as	reference.	See	also	Table	1.	

Fig.	 3	 (leK):	 From	 top	 to	
boxom:	DistribuWon	in	bins	
of	 0.1,	 outlier	 frac,on	 η,	
σNMAD,	 rms	 and	median	 of	
Δz	 /	 (1+zspec)	 as	 a	 funcWon	
of	 IRAC	 3.6	 micron	 AB	
magnitude	(leK)	for	objects	
with	18	<	IRAC	3.6	micron	≤	
26	 mag	 and	 χ2r<3,	 and	
spectroscopic	 redshiK	
ZBEST	 (right)	 for	 objects	
with	0<	z	≤	4	and	χ2r<3,	for	
which	 a	 spectroscopic	
redshiK	 is	 available.	 η,	
σNMAD,	rms	and	median	are	
derived	 in	 bins	 of	 1	 mag	
between	 20	 mags	 and	 26	
mags,	and	in	bins	of	2	mags	
for	 	 the	 	 brightest	

Photometric	redshi@s	-	tes:ng	

magnitudes	(18	to	20	mags;	 leK),	and	 in	bins	of	0.25	between	0<z≤1,	 in	bins	of	0.5	
between	 1<z≤2.5,	 and	 for	 the	 highest	 redshiK	 bin	 from	 2.5<z≤4	 (right).	 Points	 are	
ploxed	at	the	bin	centre.	The	number	of	objects	in	each	bin	is	listed	in	the	top	panel:	
black	=	all	objects	in	that	magnitude/redshiK	and	χ2r	range;	red	=	objects	with	more	
than	10	filters	in	the	fi8ng.	

Photometric	redshi@s	-	results	

Table	1	(leK):	
photo-z	
staWsWcs.	
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